
Prima Power
Tulus® Office

The Bend
The Combi
The Laser

The System
The Software

The Punch



Tulus® Office is a tool for work planning and controlling the machine capacity. It makes it possible to follow up 
several machine statuses and task lists and also enables to utilize full featured production planning and customer 
database functions.

With Tulus® Office software you can monitor the machine status and task list.  It is possible to see what is going 
on with all the machines in the factory in one view.  You can also edit the active machine task list and plan and 
schedule tasks conveniently by using the Tulus® Office calendar. 

With Tulus® Office it is possible to work remotely from wherever, as long as there is a network connection 
provided.

The Tulus® Office main view shows the machine statuses, active NC programs, alarm information, and 
machine image. It also shows when the next machine stop will be.

It is possible to include the Production Reporting and Performance Reporting options in Tulus® Office.

With these tools you can create different reports to help production planning and analyze where 
improvement would be possible.

Performance Reporting

Machine efficiency and utilization reports
Details of production
Machine failure and idle time reports

Production Reporting

Reports on processed production
Raw material inventory
Completed production orders and nests

Reporting options



You can define the factory work shifts to the  Tulus® 
Office machine calendar.  You can schedule tasks to a 
certain work shift and retrieve data from a certain 
work shift for reports.

Because the active machine task list is right at your 
finger tip, scheduling of the machines is easy.  You can 
add and remove jobs on the fly and edit the working 
sequence. 

Or, if you want, you can plan a whole day, week,  
month, or even a year in advance by using the calendar.

Colour representation used in the calendar helps 
recognize the jobs or orders that are overdue (red 
colour). Manual tasks are identified with yellow 
colour to help plan the setup accordingly.

With Tulus® Office you can:

Schedule the machines with calendar

Edit the active task list and change the working sequence

Monitor machine statuses and task lists

Use Tulus® Office in any machine which supports the Tulus® Office interface

See all the events of all the machines in one view

Create machine efficiency and utilization reports (option)

Create machine failure and idle time reports and monitor the details of 
production (option)

Create reports on processed production (option)

Tulus® Office can be installed in any machine which supports the implemented Tulus® Office interface.

With Tulus® Office it is possible to monitor the status information and the task list of any machine, whether it is 
a Prima Power machine or a third party machine. Editing the machine task list is possible only in Tulus® 
machines.

With Tulus® Office software you can see the events of all the machines in the factory in one view.

Schedule the calendar, manage the task list
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